
A Review of ‘Love You Lost’ 

Directed by Robert Hearn and Joshua Thomas 

The play opens with a message from the writer Joshua Thomas, ‘For All the Love You Lost’. 
The overarching aesthetic is dreamy and vivid. Use of light throughout this performance is 
tantalizing and resourceful; the boxes framed in neon strips look absolutely gorgeous. 
Contingency in costume may add to this effect, however, on even a basic aesthetic level this 
piece is rather striking. 

The writing needs a little cultivating; however, the relationships are promising. The two sisters 
sweep the audience into a genuinely convincing sibling relationship. Sprinkles of humour 
spark great laughter. Ollie Van Hoeken’s performance of Jack is utterly charming. The 
unfinished movie as a metaphor of being left behind by someone dearly loved strikes a deep 
chord within the audiences which is clearly evident within the silence which follows the 
monologue. 

These monologues carry great rhythm and flow. Eve Hellen smashes her delivery; the 
audience are captured by her every word. There is an exquisite unquestionable emotionality 
throughout this performance. The monologues could be pushed even further with more 
grounding in contingent ideas. The, ‘Make your Bed,’ monologue is a perfect example of how 
attaching elaborate concepts to the everyday permeates and moves. 

The physical theatre is dancerly and enticing, however some of the intentions behind the 
movements are a little unclear. As audiences, we are thrilled by the risk of physical theatre and 
I would be excited to see how the stakes could be developed. The spinning lift between Eve 
Hellen and Ollie Van Hoeken is dangerous and alluring - more moments like this! 

An apolitical tone can risk becoming lacklustre if discourse isn’t fully engaged with. Therefore, 
I would be interested to see how contemporary issues of human relationships could be further 
explored. If you’re to infer the suicide of Jack, then infer it. The crippling disorder of anxiety is 
only touched upon, and yet the visual staging of a panic attack is exceptional. It leaves me 
wondering why we are leaving mental health in the background of theatre as a subplot or a 
passing thought. We are in the midst of a mental health crisis and I would love to see this 
brought into the performance. 

This spread to the lesbian relationship. By having two female characters interacting 
romantically you are immediately engaging in queer discourse. One could sense a great 
tenderness between Ellena Strestik and Esme Person-Brown. The chemistry between their 
characters is delightful. We lack theatrical representation of queer communities as it stands. I 
can see great potential in exploring  

issues of LGBT+ equality throughout the performance. 

This performance encapsulates a deep emotional longing. I am fascinated to see how this 
piece may develop and grow. Once the show finishes and the house lights have risen, the 
audience hang in an atmospheric warmth which carries them from the Caryl Churchill Theatre. 



 

 

 

 
Review of Love You Lost 

I went into the Caryl Churchill Theatre expecting a cliché love story that I had seen a 
hundred times before; yet, somehow, I came out in a quite different mindset. The 
portrayal of ‘love’ was not uniform, but multifaceted and, at times, very moving and deep. 
Because the spectre of definitions of ‘love’ was such a large one, I believe the resonance 
with the audience was one of impact. If you had never experienced a romantic 
relationship, for example, the show would still find other ways to slither into the innermost 
creeks of your heart, and root itself there for a while, even as the days went on. 

I must admit my scepticism towards the bare, minimalistic stage when I first found 
my seat. Yet, once again, my scepticism deteriorated as the cast members created 
physically stunning pictures. I particularly enjoyed the contrast between Hariot’s quiet 
memory of a painful heartbreak and the next scene at a raving party, with music that 
pounded in your heart, and smoke that made you tear up. Even such “unimportant” 
scenes as the commute on the train to the location of the date, was made interesting 
through use of light in an enclosed space, and – once again – ensemble work. Through 
creating expressive tableaus, there was cemented an ambience throughout the entirety of 
the play. None of this would have worked if there was not such an obvious love and 
connection between each cast member. 

In regard to further development, there is a lot to be said about the costumes. When 
selecting costumes, everything should be considered, and everything should fit into the 
overall scenic expression of the show. More often than not, I strained trying to see a 
connection between the garments and the show. There seemed to be no plan in the 
decision of what the characters should wear. It was almost as though each actor could 
show up to the performance wearing whatever suited them, and this is not positively 
contributing to the overall aesthetics. It is understandable that very detailed, extravagant 
costumes do not unite with how the actors need to fluidly switch between roles, but as an 
audience member, I wished the ensemble had a specific clothing code in order to not 
distract from the physical elements that were happening on stage. You catch yourself 
being distracted by a hair tie on an actor’s wrist, the pattern on someone’s blouse or the 
lack of shoes on the cast members. It would raise the professional standard quite the 
notches if these things were fixed. 

However much the lack of footwear annoyed the critical parts of my brain, I left 
with a looming feeling of bearing witness to life that evening. When looking around, I 
discovered that I was not the only one with this sensation. There was an intangible quality 
of truthfulness and reality seeping from the gap between the doorframe of the Caryl 
Churchill Theatre that particular Thursday-night, and for that, I am grateful. 



Love You Lost Review 

It is natural human instinct to avoid conflict and runaway from overwhelming 
emotions. With Love You Lost, one is not given that choice. For an hour you are 
plunged into a world of pain, joy, heartbreak and laughter, facing a whirlwind of 
emotions head on.  

Love You Lost is a non-naturalistic physical theatre piece that follows the story of 
two girls on a date. Over the course of their date, they each have flashbacks to 
specific moments in their lives with special people. The integration of spoken 
word text, purple and blue hues in the lighting design, the melancholic music and 
even the fog machine work brilliantly together to create a dream-like quality to the 
production. Just like dreams, moments in life are fleeting and it reminds us to 
cherish each moment while it lasts. 

The acting was amazing. From the reserved Alex still healing from the wounds left 
by the death of her best friend to the nervous Harriot who is afraid to let herself 
love again because of a previous failed relationship, the two lead actresses Ellena 
Strestik and Esme Person-Brown delivered nuanced performances that left the 
audience rooting for them in the end. The show had a strong ensemble as well. In 
particular, props to Kara Jehan who played Katie, the comic element of the play, 
with just the right amount of feistiness so that it was not over the top. 

The physical elements such as lifts and tableaus contributing to the surrealistic 
atmosphere in the play, emphasizing on the intangible moments in life. Although 
there were times when the physical elements seemed to appear out of nowhere 
during a naturalistic scene which made it slightly jarring, it did not take away from 
the overall experience. The usage of human bodies to represent South Bank or 
torch lights to illustrate the stars was very creative and effectively transported the 
audience into the world of the play. 

The overall mood of the play was rather mellow, but that in and of itself was a 
brilliant director choice. No big climax or loud clash of conflict, just two budding 
lovers taking a trip down memory lane. Love You Lost is a hauntingly beautiful 
portrayal of loss and gain, that invites the audience to reminiscence about their 
own lives as well. It is a timeless reminder that there is always a silver lining no 
matter how dark the sky may seem 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 


